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A neutron monitor for measuring dose of three energy groups is being developed. The radiation quality 
factors that ICRP recommends differ among n巴U仕onenergies. In order to evaluate neutron dose preciselyョitis 
expected that the neutron t1uence of each energy group should be measured. Therefore， we propose a measuring 
instrument with a three同layerconfiguration. A liquid scintillator (LS) is arranged at the center， while Li-6 glass 
scintillators (GS) are arranged in an extemallayer and interposed layer. Fast neutrons are detected by the LS， and 
low energy neutrons are measured by the GS of the outer layer. Other middle energy neutrons are measured by the 
GS ofthe inner layer. The configuration of extemallayer and interposed layer was discussed using MCNP. Boron 
nitride was placed as a neutron absorption material between the extemallayer and intermediate layer. As a result 
ofthis design， the outer and inner GS can measure low energy neutrons in the range ofthermal neutrons to 10之

MeV， and middle energy neutrons from 10.2 to 1 M巴V，r巴spectively.
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1. Introduction 

The conversion factor for neutrons from fluence to dose 
equivalent varies with their energies. REM counters are 
commonly us巴d. However， these counters exhibit a large 
error for dose conversion in the intermediate巴nergyrange， 
since the fluenc巴todose conversion factor differs with the 
detector response， especially in this ener郡rrang巴1-4)

百lerefore，we proposed an instrument for measuring 
neutrons in thr巴eenergy groups--low， intermediate， and fast 
neutrons--which have multi-layer configurations5). This 
monitor is capable of a t1質問folddet巴ctionfor neutrons.百le
first d巴tectionlayer in the most outer layer is for m巴asuring
neutrons oflow en巴rあ人 τ'he second detection layer arranged 
behind the first layer is set for measuring the intermediate 
energy ofneutrons， while th巴thirddetection is conducted 
using a liquid scintil1ator in the center of the monitor for 
measuring fast n巴utrons. Dose can be evaluated from three 
data that are obtained in three detection regions. It is 
expected that th巴 neutrondose can be巴valuatedmore 
precis巴lyusing this instrument， because the response of the 
three energy groups can be adjusted to a particular energy 
characteristic in an applied field. 

In this study， a design of the frrst and the s巴cond
detection layer of this monitor were discussed by means of a 
calculation with the MCNP. 

* Corresponding author， Tel. +81-572司.58・2084，
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II. Model for Calcu.lations 

The cross section of th巴monitoris shown in Fig. 1. The 
monitor is cube-shap巴d. The response of the monitor was 
calculated using Monte Car10 calculation code MCNP-4Bの.
The liquid scInti11ator (LS) which is placed at th巴centerof 
the monitor is the terti創γdetectorfor m巴asuringfast 
neutrons. The LS is 76 mm in diameter with a height of 76 
mm， within a container of 1 mm thick stainless steel wall. 
Five sheets of Li-6 enriched lithium glass scintil1ator (OS) 
of a thickness of 1 mm and 80 mm square were assembled as 
a cube surrounding the LS. These 5 OS are the second 
detection layer for measuring intermediate neutron en巴rgy.
This cube was encompassed by thick boron nitrid巴(BN)as 
an absorption materia1. Furthermore， as the first detection 
layer， 5 sh田 tsof OS of 1 mm thickness comprised th巴BN
cube on 5 faces. In this calculation， the components of 
peripheral 巴quipment such as a light guide and 
photomultiplier were not considered. 
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Fig.l Crossection ofthe calculation model 
LS; Liquid Scintil1ator， GS; Lト6Olass Scinti1lator， 
BN; Boron Nitride 
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detection layer and the second lay巴rwere calculated as shown 
in Fig. 4. 
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The ca1culation model is shown in Fig.l. The 
monochrome energy neu仕onswere inject巴dtoward the center 
of the monitor仕oma point located 250 mm away from the 
企'Ontsurfac巴ofthemonitor. Neutrons were i町巴ctedinto the 
surface of the monitor perpendicularly.η1巴 incident
energies were chosen to be企om10.8 to 10 MeV，巴veryone 
or two columns. The rea心tionrate of 6Li(n，alpha)T was 
considered to be the count rate of the GS. 
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HI. Results and Discussions 
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Fig. 3 Energy response ofth巴2nddetection layer 
(thickness ofthe BN lay巴r;0~35mm) 
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1. Albedo effect 
In this measuring instrument， th巴 albedofrom the LS 

was巴xpectedto increase sensitivity to the intermediate 
neutron巴nergy. This albedo effect can be understood by 
comparing the results obtained when th巴LSwas turned into 
a void. The absorption layer was assumed to b巴void巴din 
this calculation. As shown in Fig. 2， with the injection of 
fast neutrons or intermediat巴energyn巴utrons，the count in 
the 2nd detection layer increas巴dwhen the LS region was 
notchang巴dto a void. 
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Fig. 4 Energy r巴spons巴ofthe1st and 2nd detection layer 
(BN; 35 mmt， Polyethylene; 10 mmt) 
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3. Variatioll of sensitivity with incident allgle 
In this monitor， it is predicted that the response of the 

GS varies with incident angle. The direction dependenc巴of
this monitor was evaluated by m巴ansof calculation. On a 
plane indicated in Fig. 5， the responses w巴recalculated at 
incident angles of 0，45， and 90 degrees， respectively. 

Fig. 2 Energy r巴sponseof the 2nd det巴ctionlayer 
(巴ffectof albedo) 
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Fig. 5 Arrangement of the monitor and incident angle 

Figure 6 shows the response of the GS. Although th巴

count企omthe GS of each fac巴diffi巴rswhether the sid巴fac巴S

2. Absorption materials 
The absorption material， BN， was arranged between the 

first detection layer and the second layer in order to limit the 
energy sensitivity of the s巴condlayer only to intermediate 
neu仕onenergy. Figure 3 shows the response in the 2nd 
detection layer wh巴nth巴thicknessof the BN was gradually 
changed from 0 mm to 35 mm. The thicker the BN， the 
higher th巴botlomenergy ofthe sensitivity， b巴causethe BN 
layer limit巴dth巴i吋巴ctionof a low en巴rgycompon巴nt.

百leappropriate thickness of the BN layer should be 
selected depending on the energy range to be measured‘ The 
energy range ofthe second layer was set from 10.2 MeV to 1 
MeV， in which the quality factor ofneutrons changes in a 
large way. One MeV corresponds to th巴bottomenergy.for 
the sensitivity of the LS. As shown by Fig.3， the 
appropriate thickness of BN layer is 35 mm. In addition， 
the monitor was covered with polyethylen巴ata thickness of 
10 mm， thus fla抗日ningthe energy response of th巴 first
detection layer. Finally， the energy response ofthe first 
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consists of 2 sets of a lithium glass scintillator 1 mm thick 
as th巴 1stand 2nd d巴tectionlayer， while the BN absorption 
layer is 35 mm thick The first detection layer was set for 
measuring low neutron energy， while the 2nd layer was for 
measuring intermediate neutron ener，白人 百le third 
component of the monitor is polyethylene layer 10 mm 
thick sUITounding the whole detection unit as a moderator. 

The charact釘 isticsofthis monitor， especially two GS 
layers， were evaluated using a MCNP calculation. The 
ca1culations clarified that by means of the albedo from a 
liquid scinti1lator and absorption by BN， the s巴cond
detection layer showed a high level of sensitivity to the 
iniermediate neutron energy‘ In addition， the count 
difference depending on incid巴ntangle was less th阻 36%司

Additional calculations with varing geometry or material 
are needed in order to have a betler perfonnance for 
evaluating dos巴precisely.
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to a n巴utronsource or the side is rear side. However， the 
difference of count with changes in the incident angle was 
less th丘n36% when the counts from five faces of the GS 
were summed up for the 1st and the 2nd layer， respectiv巴ly.

明司leninjection of neutrons to the monitor is not 
uniform， it is predicted that the count wil1 differ among the 
five faces. An injection direction can be estimated from 
these differences. It is expected that a more accurate dose 
can be evaluated using five data obtained from five faces. 
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Fig. 6 Variation ofthe response ratio according to 
incident angl巴

We have designed a multi幽 layer-typen日utronmonitor for 
measuring dose of three energy groups. The monitor Is 
composed of three components. The first component is a 
liquid scintillator in the center of the monitor for measuring 
fast neutrons. The second component is 5 faces of a 
detection unit cov巴ringth巴LSin the form of a cube which 

IV. Conclusions 
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